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Pennsylvania failed 
to inspect 86% of the 
66,000 active wells in 
the state in 2011.

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) Office of Oil and Gas Management is responsible 
for overseeing “the safe exploration, development, and 
recovery of Pennsylvania’s oil and gas reservoirs in a 
manner that will protect the Commonwealth’s natural 
resources and the environment.” 1

Through the 1990s, only 1,383 wells were drilled in 
Pennsylvania.2 Recently, however, oil and gas development 
has boomed in the state: more than 20,000 conventional 
oil and gas wells and more than 5,700 “unconventional” 
shale gas wells have been drilled since 2005.3  

DEP recently quadrupled the size of its enforcement staff 
to 130 employees, 65 of whom are inspectors.4  In 2012, the 
number of inspectors was reported to be 83.5 While these 
increases are necessary, they are not sufficient in light of 
the rapid increase in wells and related facilities. Even with 
increased staff, DEP does not adequately enforce existing 
oil and gas regulations:

•	 Tens of thousands of active wells are not inspected every 
year.

•	 The number of oil and gas violations continues to in-
crease, and some operators have a chronic problem with 
non-compliance.

•	 Enforcement actions are insufficient to deter violators—
violators are now more likely than ever to go unpunished.

Inspection Capacity – laCkIng
in Pennsylvania, when inspections of oil and gas well sites 
occur, violations are found. unfortunately, not enough inspec-
tions are taking place, and as a result it is likely that many prob-
lems are going unreported and are being left unaddressed.

in 2010 DeP failed to inspect more than 82,000 or 91 percent 
of active wells. in 2011, more than 66,000 active wells (86 per-
cent) did not receive  DeP oversight.6 

in 1989, DeP’s “inspection Policy for Oil and Gas Well activities” 
was incorporated into the Pennsylvania state code. this policy 
recommends that a well be inspected seven times before it 
even begins to produce oil or gas; at least once a year there-
after during production to determine compliance with oil and 
gas statutes; and at various other times throughout the life of 
the well.7 

However, codifying these recommendations has not resulted  
in compliance with the policy. there were 2,843 new wells 
drilled in Pennsylvania in 2010.8  under the inspection Policy, 

there should have been close to 20,000 inspections of those 
wells. also, each of the 70,000 wells that produced oil or gas 
in 2010 should have received an inspection.9 if DeP had been 
following its adopted policy, it would have performed more 
than 90,000 inspections. 
However, DeP carried out 
just 15,368 inspections, or 
19 percent of the inspec-
tions suggested in the 
policy.10 

even some representatives 
of the oil and gas industry 
believe that DeP cannot 
keep up with its inspection 
load. at a conference held 
in april 2012, the president 
of southwestern energy 
company stated that “We 
as an industry have gone to 
the state of Pennsylvania 
and said you don’t have 
enough inspectors, you 
don’t have enough people.”11 

Violations – InCreasIng, wIth 
ContInued non-ComplIanCe
More violations were found by inspectors in 2011 than in any 
of the past 15 years. 
as seen in the chart 
below, even though 
drilling has slowed 
in the past few years, 
violations have re-
mained high.12

Our research shows 
that many opera-
tors repeatedly vio-
late the same rule at 
different well sites, 
and from one year 
to the next. and the 
practices of many 
operators are get-
ting worse.13

the table on the 
next page shows 
the 12 Pennsylvania 
oil and gas opera-
tors with the most 
violations in 2011. 
all but two (chief 
and anadarko) had 
more violations in 
2011 than in previ-
ous years, and many 
operators have had 
consistently large numbers of violations for three years in a row 
(e.g., chesapeake, cabot, chief, range, XtO, and ultra). 

Pennsylvania’s  
Oil & Gas 
Enforcement  
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drilling and Violations in pennsylvania 
The lines in chart above show that between 
2005 and 2011 more than 24,000 oil and gas 
wells were drilled in Pennsylvania, and 
there were more than 15,000 violations of oil 
and gas regulations. 
Violations are on the rise. Since 2008 
the number of wells drilled per year has 
decreased, yet the number of violations per 
year has more than doubled.
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the table also shows that operators with the most violations 
are not necessarily those with the largest number of wells.14  

enforcement actions – not keepIng 
paCe wIth VIolatIons
When violations of oil and gas rules occur, the DeP can take 
a variety of enforcement actions such as: issue notices of vio-
lation, assess penalties, negotiate consent agreements with 
operators, and suspend or revoke permits.15  

according to DeP, “environmental inspectors have had greater 
authority since april [2012] to penalize operators...and enforce 
violations.”16 yet enforcement actions have not increased rela-
tive to violations. in fact, a larger percent of violations are 
going unpunished now than in any of the past 10 years.

in april, May and june of 2012 an average of 20% of violations 

resulted in enforcement actions. 
this is down from 2011, when 
enforcement action was taken on 
24% of violations, and nowhere 
near 2004, when DeP took 
action for more than half of all 
violations.17

DeP does not publish annual 
statistics on oil- and gas-related 
penalties assessed and collected 
by the agency. DeP’s compliance 
report system includes data on 
penalties, but it is not a straight-
forward task to determine the 
total penalties assessed per year. 
Our analysis shows that penalties 
plummeted in 2011, even though 
violations and enforcement actions 
increased that year.18  

DeP’s enforcement actions and penalties have decreased rela-
tive to the number of violations recorded. Fines per enforce-
ment action have declined over the same period.  The result:  
violations are not being effectively deterred. 

the public’s role – CItIzens help 
fInd VIolatIons; publIC data aCCess 
needs ImproVement
in Pennsylvania, citizens play an important role when it comes 
to oil and gas enforcement. between 2007 and 2011 approxi-
mately 2,890 oil and gas inspections took place because of 
complaints, and violations were found as a result of more than 
700 of these complaint-driven DeP inspections.19 

DeP should foster relationships with communities by ensuring 

operator
number 
of active 

wells 
2011

Violations  
per year

2009

Violations  
per year

2010

Violations  
per year

2011

Catalyst energy Inc. 1,633 41 27 187

Chesapeake appalachia llC 1,378 123 157 161

Cabot oil & gas Corp 315 82 115 174

n. amer. oil & gas drilling Co. Inc. 1,001 26 0 128

Chief oil & gas llC 181 33 178 95

range resources appalachia llC 5,068 12 54 95

farrington & hepler gas & oil Inc. 70 4 20 88

Xto energy Inc 4,747 23 68 81

eagle resources Corp 61 7 0 70

ultra resources Inc. 222 25 59 70

anadarko e&p Co. lp 480 8 83 70

Allegheny Natural Resources Inc. 33 4 8 55

Trends in Violations for the Top Offenders in Pennsylvania

Many operators have 
had consistently large 
numbers of violations 
for three years in a row, 
including, Chesapeake, 
Cabot, Chief, Range, XTO, 
and Ultra.
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Violations and the number of Inspections 
Violations surged in 2009 and have since remained high. 
One of the possible reasons for the recent increase 
in violations is that there has been an increase in 
inspections. This chart shows a fairly strong relationship 
between oil and gas violations and the number of 
inspections in Pennsylvania. In other words when DEP 
inspectors go looking they find problems. 
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Violations Enforcement Actions % of violations resulting in enforcement actionenforcement actions and Violations
In the past ten years, the total number of enforcement actions in Pennsylvania 
more than doubled, from 426 in 2002 to 976 in 2011. Over that same time period, 
however, there was an even greater increase in violations (nearly four-fold), from 
approximately 1,153 in 2002 to 4,069 in 2011. 



that citizens’ complaints are taken seriously and are resolved 
in a timely manner. Moreover, to encourage public participa-
tion in oversight activities, DeP should increase transparency 
and access to information on oil and gas facilities, incidents, 
complaints and DeP enforcement efforts. 

in january 2012, DeP released an online database that made 
some data on oil and gas wells more publicly accessible.20  but 
public access to other important DeP data is lacking, especially 
when compared to data available in other states:21  

•	 Detailed inspection reports are not posted online. 

•	 Detailed information on wells (e.g., copies of permits and sup-
porting data filed by operators) is not available online.

•	 there is no public spills/blowouts/well control database.

•	 there is no public database of citizen complaints.

the path forward
DeP’s inadequate enforcement of existing drilling regulations 
promises irresponsible oil and gas development, particularly in 
light of the state’s presumed goal of expanding production. the 
most important step to address these enforcement problems is 
to make enforcement a priority, rather than an afterthought. 

Our review of enforcement shows that Pennsylvania does 
not have the regulatory tools to adequately enforce its oil 
and gas regulations. to remedy this, we believe there should 
be a new rulemaking focusing exclusively on enforcement.  
at minimum, new rules should address:

INSPECTIONS

•	 Develop comprehensive and binding inspection protocols.

•	 establish minimum inspector-to-well and annual-inspections-
to-well ratios. new wells must not be allowed until the state 
can meet these minimum standards. 

•	 competitively pay inspectors so as to retain high-quality per-
sonnel and ensure competent inspections.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

•	 establish binding criteria for taking enforcement actions 
and levying penalties to ensure that violations receive con-
sistent treatment. 

•	 increase fines and enforcement actions, especially against 
the worst operators (such as repeat offenders and those 
with the most fines) to encourage better practices and 
improve overall compliance. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

•	 strengthen relationships with citizens by responding to and 
resolving citizen complaints in a timely and thorough manner 
and maintaining communication with the residents of prop-
erties where violations have occurred. 

•	 collect and track comprehensive data on citizen complaints – 
including facilities of concern, nature of complaint, DeP fol-
low-up, and resolution (e.g., any enforcement actions taken). 

•	 Periodically analyze and publicly report trends in enforcement.

•	 increase transparency by improving public, online access to 
detailed data on wells and other oil and gas facilities, and inci-
dents such as spills and blowouts.
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